**DESIGN FEATURES:**

The TYR Tactical® Venator® is engineered utilizing our revolutionary patented PV® material which offers significant overall weight reduction, increased resistance to abrasion and also enhances the ballistic attributes of armor within the vest. Antimicrobial/FR treated padded spacer mesh is used internally for comfort.

The front carrier has an external, top loading plate pocket and a removable triple magazine kangaroo front flap which is used to secure the adjustable cummerbund. Attachment points are provided at the bottom of the carrier for the added capability of ballistic lower abdomen or ballistic groin protector accessories.

The rear carrier has an external, top loading plate pocket and MOLLE flap which is used to secure the adjustable cummerbund. The top of the back panel provides a reinforced horizontal drag handle. Attachment points are provided at the bottom of the carrier for the added capability of a ballistic lower back protector.

**VENATOR® FEATURES:**

- PALS webbing for MOLLE attachment
- Hydration/Communication Tabs for routing
- Removable MOLLE Kangaroo Front Flap, holds three 5.56 Mags
- Shoulder Pads
- Includes the Patented Ballistic Vein® (see page xxxx for info)
- Accepts SPEAR/BALCS Cut Armor Panels

Carrier size relates to the users chest width and weight

See pg. xx for Complete Armor Spec & Sizing

- **Small** 32”-36” (Up to 170 lbs.)
- **Medium** 38”-44” (170-220 lbs.)
- **Large** 46”-50” (230-275 lbs.)
- **XLarge** 52”-56” (275+ lbs.)
- **2XLarge** ≥ 58” (300 lbs.) Over 6’ height

Certified Level II NIJ0101.06 T52/SP
TYR-VEN-SYS-T52/SP

Certified Level IIIA NIJ0101.06 TXP3A
TYR-VEN-SYS-TXP3A